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Session contents
Making tactical and strategic decisions based using predictions of conceptual and mathematical models of increasing 
complexity generally requires that processes either remain constant over time or develop in a predictable way. However, 
there is increasing evidence that populations, ecosystems, and human systems change over time and not always in the 
way we expect. Methods for detecting variation over time in individual processes (e.g., expected recruitment during 
different ecosystem regimes, or changes in fisher behaviour after management changes) are developing rapidly, but 
covariation among processes and synchrony in changes among different ecosystem components are important topics 
of further research.  There are also many unresolved questions regarding which processes can be predicted accurately 
at different time scales, and what level of predictive precision is necessary when informing management. Perhaps more 
importantly, there is relatively little synthesis regarding how changes in human behaviour arise from and impact upon 
fisheries management actions and changes in biological processes.  

James Thorson
Jim Thorson conducts research regarding state-of-the-art analytic approaches to theoretical and applied 
questions in marine population ecology.  He also participates in stock assessments as a member of 
the FRAM division, while conducting cooperative research with other divisions at the NWFSC.  Current 
projects include 1) a semi-parametric model for surplus production; 2) meta-analyses of rockfish natural 
mortality, recruitment for West Coast groundfishes, and weight-at-length parameters globally; and 3) 
alternative approaches to assessing the status of species using only catch data. 

http://sites.google.com/site/thorsonresearch

Olivier Thébaud 
Olivier Thébaud is a resource and environmental economist. His research focuses on the development 
of decision-support approaches and tools for the management of coastal and marine resources, 
including ecological-economic modelling, and the economics of ecosystem-based approaches to 
natural resources management. Key areas of application include the regulation of commercial and 
recreational fisheries, aquaculture, multiple ecosystem uses and coastal hazards, as well as biodiversity 
conservation policies including Marine Protected Areas. He currently leads the Economics Unit of 

the French Marine Research Institute Ifremer, and the joint Ifremer-UBO research group AMURE. He is also an adjunct 
professor with the Queensland University of Technology (Brisbane, Australia).
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